
Key Questions we will explore in this opening unit:

1. Why do we have public schools?
2. Where does curriculum come from? Does it grow on 
trees? Does someone “make it up”? How do they decide?
3. What is the difference between the hidden and the 
overt curriculum? 
4. What makes a person a “good teacher”?



What is an “argument”? Some thoughts to 
put this in the context of teaching and 

learning

Start finding your voice, your firm ground upon which to stand - 
TODAY. Know you can change the tone of your voice or its 
emotional content - or jump to a firmer bit of ground, all at a 
later date of your choosing.

Quiet, loud, insecure, rude, questioning - all have a place in the 
ongoing process, and may be essential to YOUR process of 
finding that voice that will support your work and your students.



Freedom



Situations



Possibilities



What do I need?



How do I know?



What should I do?



How can I get it done?



There is a world...



where you are free...



to do whatever you want...



Will you go?





or not?





Why not?



Why?



Some ways to think about 
freedom...



•Negative freedom

•Positive freedom



Can freedom and 
equality coexist?



“I should be free to do 
whatever I want.”



“But you shouldn’t be 
free to hurt me!”



freedom v. equality



Balancing freedom and 
equality: Justice



Negative freedom:
freedom from restraint 

or constraint.



Negative freedom refers to a 

lack of social, political, and physical restraints.



Positive freedom:



Positive Freedom 
This sense of the word “freedom” refers to the 
potencies inherent in something, to what one can do.

Positive freedom refers to the active process of seeking 
out some goal to be achieved and then going for it.



Positive Freedom:
The highest and least common mode of freedom...



Freedom to invent, create, and 
change the world.



a freedom that seeks to balance itself with 
equality



to achieve



Justice and innovation.




